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but Die mssbrauchten Liebesbriefe falls badly asunder
into literary satire and a story which has no organic
connection with the satire ; while the last item in the
volume. Das verlorem T^achen is, as a story, dull and
uninteresting; at best, it may be regarded as a fore-
runner of the political novel of Martin Salander
with which Keller's career closes. One has most
pleasure from Kleider machen Leute. This seems to
have been suggested by a real incident, although the
situation is familiar in literary tradition. A poor
tailor is, as the consequence of a practical joke played
upon him, forced into the role of a nobleman, and
wins a rich wife, with the unexpected conclusion that
she does not repudiate him when she learns he is not
the fine gentleman his clothes make him appear to be.
Keller's management of the " peripeteia" is fresh
and skilful; his humour is kept within stricter bounds
than in the Kammacher^ and is free from the touch of
cynicism which created something of a dissonance
in the earlier work. On the other hand, the fifteenth-
century tale, Dietegen^ in spite of many fine touches,
suffers from the artificiality of its plot, and the lack
of reality in its pseudo-historical background. The
theme is a kind of echo of Borneo und ]ulia auj dew
Dorfey but it is set in the framework of an unreal
fairy-tale, and ends without tragedy.
Dietegen is, however, Keller's first experiment in
the genre of the historical tale; it forms a transition
to the Zuricher Novelkn, which appeared at Christmas
1877, Here, again, he has chosen to group together
his stories in a framework; but the framework this
time is not strong enough to support its burden, A
certain Jacques, a young Zuricher of average talents,
is on the search for originality, and his godfather tells
him a series of stories to illustrate and drive home
the rather trite or, at least, not very essential moral
that<c a good original Is only one who deserves to be
imitated." This fondness for cycles and series Is
an interesting trait in Keller's mentality; it appears

